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  Abstract  
This paper elaborates the innovative, vital and exhaustive use of Cloud Computing in day to day working of Government 
Organizations through e-Office implementation. In the proposed model there is a Cloud Server installed at the   Central Place 
(Organization Head Office) called as Cloud Center of the Government Organization. The functionality of Cloud Computing can 
be defined as to accept the request of the end users and process the required applications accordingly. Therefore this server is 
fully equipped with all recent ICT infrastructures and respective communication utilities. All necessary security measures have 
been followed. Henceforth full proof security may be ensured.  Each and every employee having the equal rights to access 
connection with the Cloud Server and use any application of e-Office as per requirement. The system functions automatically and 
performed the user’s task in a given time frame. By using this model the main advantage is that a single entity is being utilized by 
many employees for many requirements at the same time without occupying much more space and infrastructure. In this model 
employees may perform their task comfortably without replicated infrastructure. The resulting new paradigm of Cloud 
Computing in working of e-Office in Government Organization setup is being strengthened by so many researchers, 
professionals and practitioners. To improve the capabilities of employees, various studies like [1, 2, 9 & 12] have been 
introduced by using the modern technology in the best possible ways. This has the potential for profound impacts on the official 
environment and people's daily life. The proposed Cloud based Government e-Office working system model effectively provides 
the agility, flexibility, service management, cost efficiency and automation by virtualization.    
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1. Introduction 

 
Innovative use of technology is playing a catalytic role to provide the public services through eDliveries. ICT 

based services takes place for better citizen interface by computerization of Banking, Treasury, Land Record, 
Health, Education and all other public institutions. Transparent and freely available government database is the 
prime factor for public trust. [20] Indicates the structured role of online services around the world while [15] 
expresses the comparative impact study of central government’s many eGovernce project outcomes. [7&10] reflects 
advance technical services i.e. consultancy, awareness among decision/policy makers. So many studies have been 
evaluated focusing on the eGovernce parameters in [3, 4, 5, 6 & 8].  
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Under a persistent mandate of doing more with less, government departments and agencies are being challenged to 
think differently to better optimize government assets and resources while still ensuring more effective and 
improved program outcomes. A commitment to government transformation through IT enabled innovation and 
collaboration is discussed in the present study. In the similar way [23] has been incorporated the innovative use of 
technology in foreign trade facilitation in government of India and [24] is also shown that an eGovernance is only 
and only successful due to application of innovative use of modern technology in our day to day working procedure. 
 

Now a days information and communication technology (ICT) is considers as much a production resource 
as land labor and capital. So that it is a main issue that how can a developing country solve its problem of increasing 
access to technology? The answer has come fortunately the technology industry only itself. Cloud Computing gives 
us an opportunity to reimagine technology as affordable expense. Major government IT organizations of developed 
nations, including those of the US, UK, Canada, Australia, Japan and South Korea, have already defined their Cloud 
strategy and are determined to run centralized government Clouds, leveraging public Clouds where appropriate. 
What’s more, the could be the next big opportunity for Indian IT experts, a vital parameter of the nation’s economic 
health. Therefore, the government is taking every measure to support the Indian IT industry, so that the later can 
offer Cloud Computing know-how and a range of services from software as a service (SaaS)-based apps, remote 
prototyping to platform as a service offerings to consumers around the world, and catapult the nation to the status of 
a premier Cloud technology and services hub. Being the emerged requirement of Cloud Computing in present 
scenario so many researchers and computer scientists published the fruitful technical notes as [12, 
13,14,16,17,18,19,21 & 22]. 
Government of India is working towards using Cloud in multiple eGovernance projects but not in universal manner. 
In spite of above in the present study we are considering the transparency, security, agility, user mattering, service 
management, cost efficiency, etc. It is also tried to introduced an appropriate Cloud based model for government 
working to empower users at all levels. So that country may confidently adopt innovative use of Cloud Computing 
associated with eGovernance. At investments that don’t burn a hole in the government’s budget and control the 
current account deficit. 
 
2. Technology Used  
 
1. Provisioning to KVM resource pool based on Open Stack design and provision service from existing Matrix 

processes; manage KVM resources from appliances-based admin console. 
2. Intra- company resource sharing via Cloud system- to – Cloud system bursting. 
3. Built- in Open Stack connector for service providers customizable connector makes becoming a destination 

easy. 
4. Support for insight control server provisioning provision infrastructure for follow- on RDP capabilities. 
5. Enhancements to initial VM server import capabilities provide support for API, CLI and Hyper-V. 
6. Support for Windows 2012 environments, support for 3PAR storeserv 7000. 

 
           
3. Government Working (E-Office) Model Descriptions 
 

Presently there is a pattern in government offices that each office is having its own server in the concerned 
office’s server room and connected with lease line, internet or broadband utilities. All the employee of this office are 
using this server by intra/internet connectivity. Server auditing, hardening, security, safety, technically  up gradation, 
data backup, data restoration, scripting, patching  etc. all measures are made at the server for regular and smooth 
functioning of the system. The same mechanism is replicated at each and every government office now a days. To 
manage and maintain this system in government working a huge amount of budget is allocated for computerization. 
In this manner the implementation of eGovernce it is very expensive, heterogeneous, time consuming, more man- 
power demanding, and major space occupying and requiring major coordination at government level. But in the 
proposed model there is only one high end secure server may be installed at the central location i.e. called as Cloud 
Server and all the government offices can be interconnected with this Cloud Server through internet connections. All 
safety/security measures, technology up gradation, etc. must be made at the single place. Hence data ware-housing, 
data mining for any entry may be possible. Maintenance and coordination of Cloud Center is very easy and 
time/money saving. In this study I have consider a special module of government working i.e. e-Office in the 
following fashion: 
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3.1. e-OFFICE 

 
Electronic Office (e-Office) is an administrative management and mainly virtually centralized entity of an 
organization where data, application and communications are based and disseminated via some form of 
telecommunications. e-Office comprises of applications that support the administrative and management  functions 
in the office. e-Office includes various modules like knowledge management system, instantaneous messaging, 
leave management application, scheduling system, tour approval system, personal information system and account 
management system, etc. as shown in fig:1. As Office Automation in general sense refers to the use of integrated 
computer and communications systems to ease the administrative procedures in an office environment. In the 
automated office, not only will office work be performed more effecting and efficiently, but also the idea of office 
work itself will be modified. The greatest advantage of office automation is not only expected to be from the 
improvement of clerical and administrative tasks, but also from the ability of managers to gain increased control 
over their operations. There is a necessity to provide the processing, coordination, and distribution of information 
amongst all the employees. Some common e-Office modules are attendance schedule, management, leave 
application management, payroll management, visitor schedule management, expenses management, calendar 
schedule management and so on. 
 
 

Fig:1 e-OFFICE INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
                                                   
 
At its base, e-Office is both an end-state and an approach. An end-state representing some of the goals of good 
governance and an approach towards achieving those goals. However, it is always more than just a set of objectives. 

 
4. Elements Of E-Office System Model  

 
There are following elements of e-Office as:     
 
 
4.1 Goals 
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Goal is a motivation for an organization and it is very important to set the goals and without setting the goals any 
type of strategies cannot be made. Demand of each organization is different from one another e.g. a government 
organization working with public dealing. So this organization needs to set the goals for public interests.    
 
 
 
 
4.2 Strategies 

 
The role of strategies starts after setting the goals as per the domain needs. We plan to make strategies to get the 
goals. The growth of organization should touch the each employee and department of organization. The egovernance 
initiative is founded on the root level and this may help to achieve the goal of inclusive development generally in 
following ways:   

4.2.1 e-services: e-Office initiative  objectives to bring organization services closer to the employee. Now 
technology has increased the feasibility of introducing services that were not possible earlier. This has created 
advance avenues that make organization services easy accessible to the employees. Thus technology has opened the 
new doors to new administrative reform and process re-engineering in organizations setup. 

4.2.2 e-participation: The main aim of e-Office is to increase employee participation in organization working. The 
assumption is that involving employees during the primary stages of policy formulation and decision-making can 
improve the quality of the decisions. 
 

4.3 Challenges 
 

To change the traditional working culture of government offices there are some major challenges for the 
implementation of innovative IT tools. Some of those are: 

• Security agility 
• Inter-operability of the system 
• Data integrity 
• Demographic, socio-economic.   

Technological challenges must be tackled in order to translate this strategic intent into favourable results. 

4.4 Road Map for Successful Operation of e-Office  
 

e-Office framework in government offices  must consider all  challenges through a holistic approach that 
tackle their root causes. This approach must recognize that the path to change the traditional method must touch 
employee not just with technology, but also make contact with them on more sensitive and deeply assembled social 
and economic fronts. To tackle the various major issues there are following basic approach may be adopted: 

4.4.1 Streamlining Service Delivery Approach 

The objective is to give the employee a single window to access organization services and to ensure that 
services are functioning under a simple legal framework. e-Office can contribute significantly to the transformation 
of organization in a secured manner. 

4.4.2 Participative and Inclusive Approach 
 

This approach utilizes a broad range of communication channels in order to establish a dialogue with 
targeted employee segments. The increasing use of new Web browsers and other social media tools can help create a 
more interactive environment between organization and employees of all level. 
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4.4.3 Awareness Building of e-services Approach 
 

This activity is often overlooked in office working leaving services underused and short of expectations and 
promises made. So that an organization must realize the importance of promoting e-services and developing 
appropriate delivery channels. Awareness strategies involve educating employees about the possibilities of a given 
e-service, as well as building a recognizable brand in employees’ minds. 

4.4.4 Capacity Building Approach 

A general requirement in an organization in this present market is that the need to change mind set and 
behaviour of employees. Introducing a process that can enable appropriate skills development and institutional 
incentives to address some of the risk associated with implementing individual e-Office initiatives. So that the 

problems at individual level can be removed and employees can adjust themselves with the e-Office. 

 
5. Features of E-Office 

The target of e-Office is to support governance by processing in more effective and transparent way during inter 
and intra-organization processes. The principle of e-Office is to achieve a simplified, responsive, effective and 
transparent working of offices in an organization. The Open Architecture, on which e-Office has been built, makes it 
a reusable framework and a standard reusable product amenable to replication across the organization, at the 
management level, department level and individual level. The product brings together the independent functions and 
systems under a single framework. There are many features of e-Office which attracts many governmental and 
private organizations to adopt it and apply in their offices. Some basic features are as follow: 

i. Open Architecture &Technology; Neutral 
ii.  Common Data Sets and Standards 
iii.   Role based access for authorisation 
iv. Directory based authentication 
v. Workflow manager 
vi. Open Standards based 
vii.  Unicode Compliant - Support for all languages 

viii.  Organization level common repository of user information for various services and applications.    
 

6. Outcome to Be Extended Through E-Office In Government Sector 
 

i. Working towards a leaner, more cost-effective organization 
ii. Facilitating communication and improving the coordination of authorities at different level of 

organization within department and among the employees. 
iii.  Enhancing the speed and efficiency of operation by streamlining process. 
iv. Strengthening research capabilities. 
v. Improving documentation and record keeping. 
vi. The e-Office often goes beyond traditional consultation and reaches out to active potential 

employee. 
vii.  It is helpful to those, who want to practically influence the development and decision making. 

   

7. Cloud Idealogy 
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Cloud Computing is a rising Computing methodology that was developed to provide economic solutions 
over Internet. Many companies such as Google, IBM, Oracle, HP Amazon, Yahoo and Intel have already started 
producing Computing infrastructures for its exhaustive use. Cloud Computing is a different kind of computing 
where dynamically scalable and often virtualized resources is provided as a service over the Internet. It is a scalable 
service delivery platform build over Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and virtualizations concepts as depict in 
fig:2. Cloud Computing comes into focus mainly when you think about IT needs: a way to extend capacity or add 
capabilities on the fly without investing in new infrastructure or licensing of new software. Cloud Computing 
encompasses any subscription-based service that, in real time over the Internet. 
 
 

Fig:2 CLOUD MODELLING 

 
 

Cloud Computing is at an early stage, delivering a slew of Cloud-based services, from full-blown 
applications to storage services via spam filtering. Utility-style infrastructure providers are part of the mix, but so 
are SaaS (software as a service) providers such as Salesforce.com as presented in fig:3. Today, for the most part, IT 
must plug into Cloud-based services individually, but Cloud Computing aggregators and integrators are already 
emerging. 
 

Fig:3 CLOUD COMPUTING 
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Global talked to many vendors, analysts, and IT customers to tease out the various components of Cloud 
Computing. On the basis of various studies the important components are as: 
 
 
7.1 SaaS 

Such category of Cloud Computing delivers a single application through the browser to thousands of 
customers using a multitenant architecture as pictured in fig:4. On the customer part, it means no upfront investment 
in servers or software licensing. On the provider side, just one app to maintain, costs are low compared to 
conventional hosting. Salesforce.com is by far the best-known example among enterprise applications, but SaaS is 
also common for HR apps and has even worked its way up the food chain to ERP, with players such as Workday 
and who could have predicted the sudden rise of SaaS "desktop" applications, such as Google Apps and Zoho 
Office. 

Fig:4 SaaS MODEL 
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7.2 Utility Computing 

The concept of Utility Computing in the form of Cloud Computing is getting new life from Amazon.com, 
Sun, IBM, and others who now offer storage and virtual servers that IT can access on demand. Early enterprise 
adopters mainly use utility computing for supplemental, non-mission-critical needs. They may replace parts of the 
datacenter. Other providers offer solutions that help IT create virtual datacenters from commodity servers, such as 3-
Tera's AppLogic and Cohesive Flexible Technologies' Elastic Server on Demand. I/O, storage and computational 
capacity as a virtualized resource pool available over the network. 

7.3 Web Services in the Cloud 

Web service related to SaaS providers offer APIs that enable developers to exploit functionality over the 
Internet, rather than delivering full-blown applications. They range from providers offering discrete business 
services such as Strike Iron and Xignite to the full range of APIs offered by Google Maps, ADP payroll processing, 
the U.S. Postal Service, Bloomberg and even conventional credit card processing services. 

7.4 Platform as a service 

SaaS version in the form of Cloud Computing delivers development environments as a service. We may build our 
own applications that can run on the provider's infrastructure and are delivered to users via the Internet from the 
provider's servers. Like Legos, these services are constrained by the vendor's design and capabilities. Prime 
examples include Salesforce.com's Force.com, Coghead and the new Google App Engine. For extremely 
lightweight development, Cloud-based mashup platforms abound, such as Yahoo Pipes or Dapper.net. 

 

 

7.5 MSP (managed service providers) 

Managed service is basically an application exposed to IT rather than to end-users, such as a virus scanning 
service for e-mail or an application monitoring service. Managed security services delivered by SecureWorks, IBM, 
and Verizon fall into this category, as do such Cloud-based anti-spam services as Postini, recently acquired by 
Google. Other offerings include desktop management services, such as those offered by CenterBeam or Everdream. 

7.6 Service Commerce Platforms 

The recent version of SaaS and MSP offers a service hub that users interact. Generally these are common in 
trading environments, such as expense management systems that allow users to order travel or secretarial services 
from a common platform. These are useful to coordinates the service delivery and pricing within the specifications 
set by the user. 

7.5 Internet integration 

The integration of Cloud-based services is in its early days. OpSource, which mainly concerns itself with 
serving SaaS providers. Recently introduced the OpSource Services Bus, which employs in-the-Cloud integration 
technology from a little startup called Boomi. Way ahead of its time, Grand Central which wanted to be a universal 
"bus in the Cloud" to connect SaaS providers and provide integrated solutions to customers  flamed out in 2005. 

Today, with such Cloud-based interconnection seldom in evidence, Cloud Computing might be more 
accurately described as "sky Computing," with many isolated Clouds of services which IT customers must plug into 
individually. On the other hand, as virtualization and SOA permeate the enterprise. The idea of loosely coupled 
services running on an agile, scalable infrastructure should eventually make every enterprise a node in the Cloud. It's 
a long-running trend with a far-out horizon. 

 

8. E-Office Working System Methodology 
 

In the suggested mechanism the employees can access their work while away from the work station by 
virtualization smart device such as laptops, computers etc. 
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In recent few years smart devices are broadly utilizing throughout the world and an unavoidable need has 

raised by employee to easily access work information from their smart devices which are far away from the office. 
Henceforth introduced a Cloud based smart device access to work station.  By using this facility the users can safely 
and securely access required application from remote locations with their computer. Since there is no risk of leaking 
information from a lost device. By maintaining this fact I have applied the similar approach in the field of Cloud 
oriented official working process. 
 
An employee needs to do his/her work on laptops or computers in the offices. Now a day there is a very frequent use 
of computer for the official working. As the technologies are growing at a very fast rate so computer is a very 
common need in today’s world. By keeping all these information in mind, I am suggesting a model to efficient use 
of computers with Cloud Computing so that resources can be wisely used. As shown in fig:5. 
 

In the proposed model, an organization has to setup a Head Office (HQ) for building a Cloud i.e. Cloud 
Centre. The HQ will contain the high-end server having high data storage capacity with all advance ICT 
infrastructure for Internet connectivity. There are few IT professionals must be present at Cloud Centre to maintain 
and manage the Cloud. To operate the e-Office respective employees are required to have the Laptop/Computer at 
their end. The main requirement of the system is that the employee must have to connect with Cloud by leased 
line/internet/broadband connection. The computer with employee must fulfill all the criteria to perform the basic 
needs for allotted tasks. In this model this thing is notable that when employee performing their duty to complete the 
task there is no need to install any separate software or program at that system. This is due to Cloud Computing 
which enables to access everything from the server’s memory like installed programs, software, data, etc. In the 
present model Cloud Computing serves a very crucial role in the new way of official working. Here at Cloud Centre 
e-Office application, OS, system software, antivirus, etc. will be uploaded at the Cloud Server. Employees are 
required to access the Cloud Server from their home/office and do their job at the time which suits them but the 
whole task must done with in the provided time period. 
 
 
 
 
               

Fig:5 CLOUD BASED e-OFFICE NETWORK 

 
 
9. Research Parameters Of Cloud Computing 
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Cloud Computing comprises a vast range of controls, technologies and policies used to protect the existing 
infrastructure, applications and data. Security issues experienced by employees and by organizations is of prime 
concern. Therefore Cloud users must make sure that what they are offering is secure and organization’s softwares, 
applications and data are protected. Simultaneously the employees on the other hand must ensure that the Cloud 
service that they are using has the appropriate security measures in order to protect his completed tasks, data and 
applications. Few issues which are associated with the use of Cloud Computing in office working are:  
 
 i.    Legal Issues 
ii.    Compliance related issues 
iii.   Privacy and security oriented issues 
iv.   Identity Managements based issues 
 
The main salient feature of the model is this that each and every employee of the organization must have his identity 
in order to access Cloud Computing. Organization must able to provide unique system to their employee. 
Organization should ensure that employees can easily access e-Office application when they require.  
On the basis of latest research work there are several elements of Cloud Computing based office working. Out of 
those main are: 
 
i. Economic Factor  
ii.        Architectural Factor 
iii.        The Strategic Factor 
iv. Kinds of Cloud Service 
v. Barriers Technical concerns 
 
 

 
10. Advantages of Cloud Based E-Office Working Model 

 
Due to using the Cloud based e-Office System Model we have so many advantages as follow: 

• Data safety, Data Security, Data integrity, improvement of compatibility of employees, removal of 
device dependencies, lower cost Computing for organization enhancement in performance of lower IT 
infrastructure, unlimited storage capacity. 

• Web based services offered via Cloud Computing, accessed by browser; if user device crashed it does 
not affect the application or data, access from anywhere. 

• Multiple third party services as used rather than on the traditional dedicated services. 
• Cheaper than dedicated physical resources secure from accidental erasure or hardware crashes. 
• Resources granted to the organization can be used intelligently i.e. wastage of resources can be 

minimized. 
• This is very easy to control all the official working process. 
• Security features can be applied centrally to the whole network. 
• Every one getting the equal chance to access all modules and every facility. 
• Communication between the employees of organization will become easy, fast and cost effective.     

 
 

11. Characteristics Of Cloud Based E-Office Functioning 
 
Various characteristics affecting the e-Office processing are: 

i.  Employee Centric- Cloud based e-Office application is used by employee in the Cloud 
environment can be shared 

 
ii. Multitask Centric- Multitask can be performed by multi users at the same time as per 

employee/office requirement. In office world all the employees can work together.     
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iii. Intelligent- Centric Data mining and analysis are as a largest set of data stored on the computers 
in Cloud. Programmable Cloud’s Computers must be performed to automate the redistribution and 
local sharing. 

 
iv. Development centric- As Cloud Computing in government offices working is in very initial stage 

so this field required more exploration. This exploration will help everyone in one or other way 
like employees will complete their tasks in very efficient way, more resources will be saved, etc.  

 
 

 
12. Cloud Oriented E-Office System Security  
 

Security is a basic concern in the system, because all the data of an organization is stored in a single server 
which must be ensured to secure. If it is not ensured to take the precautions then huge loss would be affected the 
organization. Viewing the recent challenges of data corruption, data stealing, data threatening etc. all the advance 
security measures are adopted. These measures are to implement the latest firewall facility, latest version of, 
antivirus, malware protection features, opening of only required communication ports, updating of latest patches and 
preventive maintenance (pm) and many more. So that the task completion and security of data at the Cloud Centre 
Server will be done in a secure manner. By following the said precautions our Cloud based e-Office will be reliable 
and standardized.   

 
13. E-Office Model System Outcome 
 

The main goal of e-Office model is to get best outcome of those enhancement that change the working 
culture of government offices. Some major achievements of this modular infrastructure are: 
 
Very first outcome that must be noted is official impact, it is very important to study in reference of government 
office welfare. Now a day’s Cloud based e-Office is playing a catalytic role in the government working. The main 
impacts are given below: 
13.1 Official Outcome 
 

• Common chances to every employee to communicate and access to e-Office. 
• Security features can be applied centrally to the whole network with an ease and main features will 

be technically advanced. 
• Control and management of whole arrangement will be very easy and transparent.  
• Now there is no distance for everyone organization wise. 
• Working  among the organization is fast, transparent and reliable 
• Detection of crimes/frauds is very easy. 
• Best media to extend the information and messages among the organization. 
• Cost effective media for communication and transmission of information, data etc. 
• Best tool for transformation of traditional work culture of government. 

 
13.2 Employee Outcome 
 

• Common chances to every employee to communicate and access to e-Office. 
• Equal rights to every employee in communication and utilization organization resources. 
• Equal right and chance for anyone in the organization. 
• Every employee getting the equal opportunity to access all application, Data and each facility.  

 
13.3. Economical outcome 

 
The most important impacts on economy because to grow any country in all respect economy must be benefited 
by growth in every field. So by implementing e-Office economic benefits must be considered in the intent of 
country. Some impacts on economy are: 
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• Money can be saved, because when Cloud Computing is being used in the offices less arrangements are 

required, this money can be used in the office development. 
• Infrastructure requirements are low due to which space use is reduced. 
• As infrastructure is low so maintenance expenditure is low. 
• Communication between employees and organization will become fast and cost effective 
• Wastage of allotted resources may be controlled. 

   
 
 
14. Proposed Research Tool 
 
Tool which are being used in this study are:  
 

• Open Source technology has been used to develop the e-Office application for government working. 
• Google docs it provides service to end user to create documents, manuscript, presentation, spreadsheets, 

etc. Which help end user to provide office utilities without any installation of any special office software. 
• Mindmeister, it is used to draw mindmaps, schematic diagrams which help in designing networks which 

can be used in building networks for communication purpose. 
• Really simple syndication (RSS) is also a major tool to strengthen the Cloud based office working. 

 
 

 
15. Conclusion 
 

By thinking over the contents of the manuscript we may say that by implementation of innovative 
technology in Cloud based e-Office modeling, the employee of government will feel free, ease and comfortable to 
work from their domain. Due to this the productivity of the government office working will be increased and 
employees will affectionate with their job. Huge saved money may be utilized for other developmental activities of 
the country. As no more extra offices are not required except that Cloud Centre so the resources will be saved like 
space, electricity, fuel, vehicle etc. we can say that this model can be beneficial in many ways like increased 
productivity, saving of resources, saving time, money and energy.  
 
 
16. Future Scope 
 

The objective of the present study to explore the innovative use of Cloud Computing in government 
working through e-Office. This system model may be adopted in whole government sector to increase the 
productivity and save the time and money. The proposed e-Office system model certainly may decrease the 
government budget and control the current account deficit.  
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